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Recently it was found that Fermi LAT blazars with relatively hard (γ <3) observed spectra above
10 GeV are predominantly located towards the directions to voids in the large scale structure and,
moreover, the observed flux of E >10 GeV γ -rays is usually greater for the case of such directions. This effect may be interpreted in the framework of the “electromagnetic cascade model”
(T.A. Dzhatdoev et al., A&A, 603, A59 (2017)). Namely, the secondary (cascade) component significantly enhances the observable flux in the 10-500 GeV energy region, rendering the sources
brighter in this energy range. The model predicts the existence of a new population of blazars
with very hard spectra in the 10 GeV-1 TeV energy region that could be discovered in future by
the CTA observatory.
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An excess of extreme TeV blazars
from the Fermi LAT distribution
on the voidiness parameter
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1. Introduction

2. Intergalactic electromagnetic cascade
The most basic quantities defining the fate of γ -rays, electrons and positrons (hereafter simply
“electrons”) propagating through the Universe are their interaction rates Rγ and Re ; for definitions
see [15] (hereafter K12). The dependence of Rγ and Re on energy E for redshift z=0 calculated
with two independent codes — ELMAG 2.02 (K12) (with two options of the EBL model — [16]
(hereafter K04) and [17] (hereafter KD10)) and ECS 1.0 [18] (assuming the EBL model of [19]
(hereafter G12)) — is shown in figure 1. Hereafter all calculations with the ELMAG code assume
the KD10 EBL model, with the ECS code — the G12 model, unless stated otherwise. This calculation included interactions both on the extragalactic background light (EBL) and cosmic microwave
background (CMB). For electron the secondary photon energy threshold parameter (defined as in
K12) was set to 3 MeV. The coincidence between the results obtained with the ELMAG and ECS
codes was found to be reasonable.
The dependence of Rγ and Re on E for several values of z, calculated with the ECS code, is
shown in figure 2 separately for interactions on the EBL and CMB. Our works [20], [21] contain
relevant comments on the interaction rate main features. One such feature is that at E<100 TeV
primary γ -rays are predominantly absorbed on the EBL photons due to the fact that the EBL has
much higher average photon energy < ε > than the CMB, and the γγ absorption process has an
energy threshold. On the other hand, the inverse Compton (IC) rate at the energy range of interest
2
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Robust and precise measurement of extragalactic magnetic field (EGMF) parameters would
open a new window for astrophysics and cosmology [1]. Such a measurement, however, is still
absent (for recent constraints on the EGMF strength B and spatial structure see [2]). The typical B
value in voids of the large scale structure (LSS) could range from ∼ 10−9 G [3] to ∼ 10−17 –10−19 G
[4]–[5], assuming a typical correlation length of 1 Mpc. An indirect method to study the EGMF by
constraining the secondary (cascade) component in blazar spectra using data of orbital instruments,
such as Fermi LAT [6], and Cherenkov telescopes, such as H.E.S.S. [7], MAGIC [8], and VERITAS
[9], is in principle able to probe very weak large-scale magnetic fields (∼ 10−19 –10−21 G [10]) and
therefore attracted great attention.
In fact, the EGMF may be highly inhomogeneous, and its typical strength — strongly dependent on the particular line-of-sight. Therefore, the appearance of similar extragalactic beamed
sources may be very different for such different directions. It was recently pointed out in [11]
(hereafter F15) that blazars with hard observed spectra in the energy region 10–500 GeV are: 1)
predominantly located towards the directions to voids in the LSS 2) have larger observed integral
flux in this energy region. While the statistical significance of these two indications is still modest
due to a limited sample used in F15 (∼2.5σ ), these effects are in line with other deviations from
the absorption-only model that neglects secondary emission from electron-positron pairs produced
by primary very high energy (VHE, E >100 GeV) γ -rays. It was shown that EBL fluctuations
are not strong enough to account for such an effect (F15, [12]–[13]). In this paper we present an
astrophysical interpretation of the effects considered by F15 in the framework of the intergalactic
electromagnetic cascade model [14] (hereafter D17).
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to the present paper (E >10 GeV ) is totally dominated by dense CMB photons. We also note that
for rough estimates and z <0.2 one may safely assume z=0 instead, even though the dependence of
R on z is quite strong.
In D17 we proposed a simple way to test and compare different codes intended to simulate
electromagnetic (EM) cascade development in the expanding Universe. It consists in calculating
observable spectra for a selection of primary monoenergetic spectra with a range of widely different
energies E0 from 1 TeV to 1 PeV (see figure 3). It appears that two very different regimes are
apparent in this figure: the one-generation regime for E0 <10 TeV (in this case produced secondary
(cascade) γ -rays practically do not experience absorption on the EBL, and the observable spectrum
strongly depends on E0 ), and the universal regime [22] for E0 >100 TeV (at least two generations
of cascade γ -rays are present in this case, and the observable spectrum is practically independent
on E0 ).
For the case of primary γ -rays with an ultra-high energy (UHE, E0 >1 EeV) the third (highenergy) regime probably sets in so that the observable spectrum becomes harder than the universal
spectrum due to two effects: 1) the suppression of interaction cross sections at high values of the
M =< ε > ·E0 parameter 2) for high values of M one of the secondaries usually carries out most of
the primary particle’s energy (the leading secondary effect) [22], D17. Unfortunately, for a variety
of technical reasons the ELMAG and ECS codes are unable to probe robustly this high-energy
regime; we leave such an investigation for future work.
3
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Figure 1: Comparison of interaction rates Rγ and Re calculated with the ELMAG and ECS codes. Rγ —
black curve for ELMAG and KD10 EBL model, blue curve for ELMAG and K04 EBL model, red curve for
ECS and G12 EBL model. Re — green curve for ELMAG, dashed magenta curve for ECS.
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3. The voidiness-dependent appearance of blazars and its astrophysical
interpretation
F15 studied the dependence of several quantities such as the observed flux F and the powerlaw spectral index γ above 10 GeV , as well as the distribution of Fermi LAT hard-spectra blazars
on the voidiness parameter K (i.e. the fraction of line-of-sight covered by LSS voids). It was found
that these blazars tend to be located towards the voids, if compared with other catalogues, such as
optical sources, all Fermi LAT extragalactic sources, or a sample of uniformly distributed points.
As well, F appears to be typically 2-4 times greater for large values of K >0.6 than for K <0.6.
Here we aim to provide the first quantitative, even if still preliminary, astrophysical interpretation
of these two effects.
The first question to discuss is what extragalactic γ -ray propagation model should be chosen
(for a brief review of such models, see accompanying paper [23]). As was already mentioned,
the absorption-only model is unable to account for such a bright voidiness-dependent effects. An
important detail of the F15 analysis is that the two mentioned effects were found at E <300 GeV
for a sample of blazars with z<0.36, i.e. in the energy region with the optical depth τ well below
2. Therefore, exotic models with γ -axion-like particle (ALP) mixing [24] (see [25]–[26] for recent
references) would also be unable to account for such effects, or would even predict the wrong sign
of the intensity change (at low energy about 1/3 of primary γ -rays typically oscillate into ALPs,
so the observed intensity becomes 2/3 of the one for the case of the absorption-only model). As
4
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Figure 2: Interaction rates Rγ (interaction on the EBL — solid curves, on the CMB — long-dashed curves)
and Re (interaction on the EBL — short-dashed curves, on the CMB — long-dash-dotted curves). Black —
z=0, red — z= 0.186, green — z= 0.5, blue — z=1. A similar figure was published in [20].
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well, models with EM cascades initiated by primary UHE protons or nuclei were shown to have
a number of difficulties [23]. The only remaining alternative is the intergalactic electromagnetic
cascade model. We shall assume this model in what follows.
In figure 4 we show two fits to the SED of blazar 1ES 1218+304 — one of the brightest sources
considered in F15 that also has VERITAS and Fermi LAT measurements available [27]–[28]. EM
cascade simulations for these particular fits were carried out with the ELMAG code. The first fit to
the observed SED was obtained assuming B=0 using the approach described in D17. The second
fit was obtained assuming the same primary spectrum, but B= 0.1 f G and other EGMF parameters
from [29] using the results of this last paper, as described in [23].
To understand the effects found by F15 in the framework of our model, let us first assume
that the object is located towards the region of space with low voidiness, such that the cascade
component in the observable spectrum is practically suppressed due to deflection and delay of cascade electrons. In this case the observable spectrum is represented by solid black curve in figure 4.
Below 500 GeV it is very hard, and therefore practically invisible with the Fermi LAT instrument.
Even contemporary Cherenkov telescopes such as H.E.S.S. would report only a marginal detection
of such an object. However, the CTA array is likely to detect such a source in future.
On the other hand, assuming high value of the voidiness parameter brings the strong cascade
5
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Figure 3: Observable spectra, averaged over incoming directions, for primary monoenergetic γ -rays with
different E0 [18]: black — 1 TeV , red — 3 TeV , green — 10 TeV , blue — 30 TeV , cyan — 100 TeV ,
magenta — 1 PeV . Histograms denote results obtained with the ELMAG code, circles — with the ECS code
(IC on the CMB only), stars (for E0 = 1 TeV and 3 TeV only)— with the ECS code (IC on both CMB and
EBL). Vertical red line shows the energy value (1 TeV /(1 + z)), blue line — half this value.
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component into the play: in this case Fermi LAT, as well as H.E.S.S. and CTA, would be able to see
bright flux of cascade γ -rays that typically have a spectrum with a power-law index (dN/dE) from
1 to 2 in the 1-100 GeV energy region, depending on energy, EGMF parameters and observation
conditions. This finding may explain the appearance of strong flux of γ -rays from the void-reach
regions of the extragalactic space, typically with power-law index 1.5-2.2, observed by F15. The
other effect of F15, i.e. the distribution of the number of detected sources on the voidiness parameter, is also nicely explained by the same model, considering a limited sensitivity of the Fermi LAT
experiment.
Finally, now we are in position to make an interesting, even if dangerous, prediction that could
be used in future to test our model. Namely, we predict that CTA will unveil a new population of
exteme TeV blazars with very hard intrinsic spectra in the GeV-TeV energy range, most of them
located towards the void-free regions of the extragalactic space. It is especially reassuring that
several such relatively bright sources may have been already observed by [31]. On the other hand,
similar objects located towards large-scale voids may display softer spectra and have much higher
intensity in the 10 GeV – 1 TeV energy region due to the appearance of the cascade component.
In this latter case, a magnetically broadened pattern around such sources might be observed, as
was indicated by [32], depending on the EGMF parameters (see also [23] for a few additional
6
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Figure 4: Two fits to the observed SED of 1ES 1218+304 [18] (red circles with statistical uncertainties).
Solid blue curve denotes the fit to the VERITAS SED asuming B=0; the corresponding intrinsic γ -ray spectrum is denoted by dashed black curve, its attenuated component — by solid black curve, cascade component
— by solid green curve. Dashed green curve denotes the second option for the cascade component assuming
B = 10−16 G. Differential sensitivity curves for various experiments are also shown [30]: dashed red line —
Fermi-LAT sensitivity (10 years), dashed cyan line — H.E.S.S. sensitivity (100 hours), dashed blue line —
CTA sensitivity (100 hours), dashed magenta line — CTA sensitivity (1000 hours).
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comments).

4. Conclusions
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